Chief Safety Officer Decision

Decision Date: 20 June, 2012
Applicant: Encana
Reference: RQF-064
Project: Deep Panuke
Installation Name: Production Field Centre
Authority: Canada-Nova Scotia Offshore Petroleum Resources

Accord Implementation Act, Section 155(1)(a).

Regulation: Nova Scotia Offshore Petroleum Installations Regulations, Section 21(b), amended by Safety Directive 20,100.6, Light and Sound Signals on Fixed Offshore Platforms.

Decision:

The Chief Safety Officer authorizes Encana, the operator for the Deep Panuke project, to install the required navigation lights at a different height than stipulated in the Regulations. The Chief Safety Officer hereby grants a substitution from the above Regulation and is satisfied that this arrangement provides an equivalent level of safety to that provided by the Regulations.

Dave Scratch
Chief Safety Officer